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    “Welcome to 

           C.E.L.forpharma”

“Where you can learn 
             face-to-face from true experts and your peers  

   to boost your market & thought leadership!”

TRUSTED
Since our foundation in 2005,

 5.400+
Executives 

Trained

TOP FACULTY

 25+
True Industry 

Experts

SMALL CLASSES

5TO
 25

Participants

INTERNATIONAL
In 2018, executives  

came from

44
Countries

Luc De Langhe, Founder & CEO

TOP QUALITY
In 2018, our audience gave an

8,9/10
Recommendation 

Score

CROSS-INDUSTRY
In 2018, executives came from

188
Companies
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Senior consultants with the Adelphi Group, a group  
of specialist companies that uniquely embraces  
all the disciplines that integrate into Market Access.

This expert faculty combines a unique blend of expertise  
and experience of all strategically vital aspects  
in Market Access optimisation.

Great course and presenters. Really 
enjoyed the content and discussion. 
Definitely a must for understanding/
introduction to Market Access. Would 
be good to see follow on course.”

Astellas
Shirley Radforth
Director Pricing and Contracting
United Kingdom (December 2018)

A very valuable course, a 
good basis to start with 
market access.” 

Sanofi
Aurore Lucas Ribon
Customer Engagement 
& Channel Manager GEM 
Switzerland
Switzerland (June 2019)

Concise, focused course, really 
valuable to get an overview of the 
Market Access framework in EU5 
with examples from real life.” 

Merck Sharp & Dohme
Aikaterini Spyratou
Associate Director Marketing
Switzerland (June 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Receive clear schematic overviews of the EU5 national Market Access  
 systems as a resource to reference in your daily work.

•  Theoretical concepts and frameworks are put into practice through real world  
 exercises that prompt thought processes and discussions.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 16-17 June 2020, Zurich 13-14 October 2020, London
8-9 December 2020, Brussels

Principles of Pharma Market  
Access in Europe 

The Experts
Nick Proctor  
& Mark Silvey 

•  What Market Access means to the industry and the different categories of payers.

•  The Market Access systems in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK,  
 and how to compare differences across the EU.

•  The difference between hospital and retail/primary care decision making.

•  Understand payers: Their drivers, their perspectives and decision-making processes.

•  How to develop a Market Access Plan, from pre-phase II up to launch, including strategies and tactics.

•  How to communicate value in your product story.

•  How to optimise the Value Dossier to address various stakeholder needs.

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Founder & CEO of Inpharmation, Europe’s most respected  
pharma forecasting & pricing specialist consultancy.

Gary has been involved in pricing and/or forecasting of around  
half of the new molecular entity launches over the past 5 years.

Author of Value Pricing for Market Access: Evidence-Based Pricing  
for Pharmaceuticals.

A great overview of major systems and the rationale 
behind pricing strategies, all condensed in only 2 
days. Strongly recommended for non-specialists and 
specialists alike. Important to bring your questions 
to make the best out of Gary’s knowledge.” 

Pfizer
Cinthya Ramirez
Director Multilateral Engagement
Switzerland (June 2019)

Great 2-day course to get 
a sound understanding 
of pricing principles and 
pitfalls.” 

Roche
Gert-Jan van Uem
Pricing Solutions Expert
Netherlands (June 2019)

Great course. I highly valued the 
breadth and depth of the course 
contents. Gary Johnson is a very 
knowledgeable speaker.” 

LEO Pharma
Tariq Rehman
Senior Global Bio-Dermatology 
Pricing & Contracting Manager
Denmark (June 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will leave with a collection of techniques and principles  
 that you can implement immediately.

•  Receive Gary’s book Value Pricing for Market Access: Evidence-Based Pricing  
 for Pharmaceuticals.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 18-19 June 2020, Zurich 15-16 October 2020, London 
10-11 December 2020, Brussels

Value Pricing  
for Market Access 
The Essentials

The Expert
Gary Johnson

Learn •  The concepts and language of pharma pricing and Market Access that confuse many executives.

•  A helicopter view of pricing and Market Access systems in some of the largest pharma markets.

•  Why setting prices and defending prices with health economics are not the same.

•  How payers respond to your product’s profile: Measuring the strength of clinical profiles.

•  Evidence-based techniques for getting the most accurate feedback when conducting payer research.

•  How to analyse past payer behaviour to predict future pricing behaviour.

•  The international pricing system: Correctly predict its impact on your prices around the globe.

•  How to implement a pricing and Market Access strategy and what to do when you run into trouble.

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Excellent well-paced course 
that gives you the language and 
questioning skills of health economic 
assessments.” 

Pfizer
Rachel Russell
Director Health Economics & 
Outcomes Research Team Leader
United Kingdom (March 2019)

Thank you for the possibility to 
hear such an impressive speaker 
in such nice surroundings and for 
organising the whole course.” 

Fresenius Medical Care
Andrea Gürlichová
Product Manager
Czech Republic (March 2019)

Thank you Prof. Annemans for an 
excellent course on Health Economics. 
Thoroughly enjoyed learning in a very 
relaxing environment and sharing 
experiences with fellow colleagues.” 

Lundbeck
Mayura Deshpande
Senior Medical Manager
United Kingdom (June 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Face-to-face training by Prof. Dr. Lieven Annemans combines  
 very productive learning with great fun!

•  Exchange experiences and discuss issues with your peers from other companies,  
 functions, therapy areas and countries.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 10-11 March 2020, Brussels
3-4 June 2020, Brussels

8-9 October 2020, Brussels
10-11 December 2020, Brussels

Health Economics  
for Non-Health-Economists 

The Expert
Lieven Annemans

Prof. Dr. Lieven Annemans has conducted health economic evaluations 
in over 20 countries across a wide spectrum of therapeutic areas.

A unique profile: Academic professor, past-president ISPOR, consultant 
and former pharma executive.

Highly respected for his vast international and cross-therapeutic 
experience, Lieven is a much sought-after advisor and educator  
to health policy makers and the innovative healthcare industry.

Author of Health economics for non-economists (Pelckmans Pro, 2018).

•  The full meaning of QALYs and ICERs, and how to calculate them.

•  Commonly used health economic modelling techniques.

•  Key principles of cost analysis and budget impact analysis.

•  The 10 guidelines for conducting and reporting health economic evaluations.

•  How to assess peer reviewed health economic articles.

•  How health economic evaluations are integrated in clinical trial programmes.

•  The use of health economic evaluations in pricing & reimbursement decision making.

•  The importance of health economic evaluations along the innovation life cycle.

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Prof. Dr. Lieven Annemans has been involved as expert in a large number 
of HTAs and is actively involved in HTA on a European level.

A unique profile: Academic professor, past-president ISPOR, consultant 
and former pharma executive.

Highly respected for his vast international and cross-therapeutic 
experience, Lieven is a much sought-after advisor and educator  
to health policy makers and the innovative healthcare industry.

Author of Health economics for non-economists (Pelckmans Pro, 2018).

•  The meaning of HTA and the key decision-making processes of HTA in the EU.

•  The health economic principles used in HTAs and the interpretation by HTA bodies.

•  The different types of HTA approaches across the EU.

•  How to deal with the many possible criteria for assessment and their relative weights.

•  How to prepare all departments within a company for the different HTA processes.

•  Pros & cons of a possible joint clinical assessment in the EU.

•  The solutions to the most common problems and mistakes  
 when optimising the quality of the evidence.

A very well-balanced course, not too 
technical but not too general, an HTA 
overview by an excellent teacher.” 

Novartis
Christophe Gerbeau
Head Market Access Early Products
France (May 2019)

A practical approach in the 
elements of Market Access.” 

Santhera
Jur Van der Wild
Market Access Manager EU
Netherlands (May 2019)

Very valuable, as this course provides 
you with a good theoretical foundation 
as well as relevant real-life examples 
and policy developments. There is also 
room for discussion and questions 
with clear answers.” 

Celgene
Esther Berden
Associate Director Government 
Relations & Policy Europe
Belgium (May 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Learn from Europe’s most entertaining health economics and HTA expert.

•  Exchange experiences and discuss issues with your peers from other  
 companies, functions, therapy areas and countries.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 17 June 2020, Brussels 18 November 2020, Brussels

The Health Technology  
Assessment Course 
Fundamentals, Trends & Opportunities

The Expert
Lieven Annemans

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Founders of Remap Consulting, a specialist pharmaceutical pricing  
and market access consultancy.

Paul’s expertise in RWE has been gained from many years working in 
global and European pricing and market access positions in Takeda/
Nycomed and IMS/Cambridge Pharma.

Graham’s expertise is in developing global launch pricing strategies 
and producing HTA submissions to address payers’ requirements using 
RWE. His experience includes both consultancy at IMS and Adelphi 
Values, as well as positions in GSK, Ferring and a start-up biotech.

•  To reinforce peer learning, the experts will use a small pre-course questionnaire  
 (by email) and audio response devices during the day to actively engage  
 the whole audience throughout the course.

•  Real-life case studies will be used to illustrate the theory and/or to facilitate  
 interactive exercises.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 1 April 2020, Zurich 13 October 2020, Brussels

Fundamentals of RWE  
for Optimising Market Access

The Experts
Dr. Paul Craddy  
& Dr. Graham Foxon

•  The fundamental concepts and principles for utilising Real World Evidence (RWE) towards  
 optimising Market Access.

•  The terminology used within the world of RWE, such as the difference between Real World  
 Evidence and Real World Data (RWD).

•  Why RWE is important to payers, physicians and pharma and how to tailor the evidence  
 to their specific needs.

•  The common sources of data available for RWE and how to assess the robustness of the data.

•  The critical success factors when developing a RWE study.

•  How to effectively incorporate RWE into product launch decisions.

Learn

NEW
COURSE!

What Participants Say About This Course

It’s been an excellent course, 
with good insights, excellent 
content, and slides that will be 
useful guides when determining 
franchise strategies.”

Novartis
Emma Riley
Medical Science Liaison
United Kingdom  
(November 2019)

Up to date with latest developments in 
different areas as in regulatory, marketing, 
pricing and reimbursement, digital areas.”

Johnson & Johnson,
Veronica Zilli
Senior Manager Government  
Affairs & Policy
Belgium (November 2019)

Good mix between theory 
and practical examples.”

UCB,
France Ferrière
Medical & Science Partner
Belgium (November 2019)

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Leading international consultant in pharmaceutical Medical Affairs  
who has worked with MA teams across the globe.

Chris’ professional roles have included Managing Director at Choice 
Healthcare Solutions, Head of Strategy for the Choice Group, and 
Founder & MD of one of the UK’s first specialist medical communications 
agencies. Currently, he is Managing Partner at Havas Life Medicom UK.

Devised MA strategies and implemented programmes to support 
more than 50 medical brands on behalf of the world’s leading pharma 
companies.

Absolutely recommended! Highly 
experienced expert, great working 
environment and very valuable lessons for 
experienced Medical Affairs professionals!” 

Shire
Mussa Arvani
Senior Medical Science Liaison  
- International Medical Affairs
Germany (May 2019)

Extremely valuable insights into a broad 
spectrum of Medical Affairs activities. 
Both educational and inspirational.” 

Tillotts Pharma
Tomas Holmqvist
Medical Affairs Manager
Switzerland (May 2019)

Thank you for a valuable learning 
experience!” 

Kora Healthcare
Sinéad Healy
Scientific & Medical Affairs 
Manager
Ireland (May 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  This course is a unique opportunity for Medical Affairs executives  
 from different companies to discuss the issues and challenges they face  
 within their own companies.

•  The exercises in this course can easily be replicated in your own company  
 with your own team(s).

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 2-3 April 2020, Zurich
17-18 June 2020, Brussels

14-15 October 2020, Brussels
8-9 December 2020, London

Medical Affairs  
for Modern Pharma 
New Challenges & Competencies

The Expert
Chris Toller

•  Medical Affairs’ co-leadership role in cross-functional pharma organisations.

•  How to create, measure and demonstrate VALUE in the Medical Affairs (MA) function.

•  How medical insights contribute to brand development strategy and a brand’s success in the market.

•  How to design a Strategic MA Plan that aligns with a company’s strategic goals.

•  Tips and tricks for Medical Affairs tactics to communicate and engage  
 with physicians, patients and payers.

•  What MA needs to know about pharmaco-economics and Market Access.

•  Strategic thinking and leadership skills in the MA function.

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Managing Director UK with Across Health, Europe’s leading consultancy 
specialised in eCRM and digital communication in life sciences.

Ben is a Strategic Advisor to pharma, biotech and medical device 
companies on multichannel communication programmes at the 
corporate, regional and brand level.

He has extensive international experience spanning the clinical, 
medical and commercial phases of product development across  
a wide range of therapeutic indications.

In 2 days, I got an insight of what awaits 
us in the next 20 years. Instead of 
feeling scared, we can learn to embrace 
the new technologies and apply them in 
the best way possible, for the best for 
pharma, physicians and patients.” 

Actelion Pharmaceuticals
Stefan Kolb
Senior Global Medical Director 
Specialty Care
Switzerland (March 2019)

Good introductory course on digital 
healthcare for Medical Affairs. The 
course is nicely interactive and 
many market research results are 
presented during the course. Very 
clear presentation!” 

Abbott
Andrea Morani
Medical Manager Digital 
Healthcare
Switzerland (March 2019)

For a very complete and good 
understanding of options, trends 
and how to apply in pharma when 
it comes to digital, it is a great 
course!” 

Boehringer Ingelheim
Rianne Schram
Medical Project Manager
Netherlands (March 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Receive Across Health’s book Delighting Pharma Customers in the Omnichannel Age.

•  Benchmark your digital activities against other companies and learn from  
 other MA executives how to overcome some of the challenges you are facing.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 31 March - 1 April 2020, Zurich 1-2 October 2020, Brussels
10-11 December 2020, London

The Strategic  
e-Medical Affairs Course 

The Expert
Ben Harbour

•  The landscape, opportunities and trends of digital communications in Medical Affairs’ ecosystem.

•  Conceptually understand how digital communication technologies work.

•  How to assess and compare the impact of the different communication channels  
 on physicians and patients.

•  How to design a multichannel innovation strategy for Medical Affairs (MA) in 6 steps.

•  Best practices, cases studies, dos & don’ts of Med Ed, social media, mobile applications, etc.

•  How to integrate digital initiatives in the MA mix while respecting legal and regulatory guidelines.

•  Which KPIs to use to assess the success of your multi-channel MA activities.

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Physician with over 15 years of experience in Medical Affairs  
in mid-size and big pharma, in both headquarters and national 
affiliates, across a wide spectrum of therapeutic areas.

Maaike has 10 years of experience in managing Medical Managers,  
Medical Advisors and MSLs, with both hands-on and strategic 
experience in Medical Affairs.

Experienced in Medical Affairs Development, as well as Change 
Management in different companies.

Very valuable training, looking forward 
to sharing the knowledge with my 
colleagues.” 

Lilly
Ursula Collins
Medical Information Scientist  
and Project Specialist
Ireland (May 2019)

Very interactive course on the 
diverse role of MSLs with an 
excellent trainer, 2 days well 
spent.” 

Biogen
I. Verlinden
Senior Medical Liaison Manager
Belgium (May 2019)

Fantastic course! You get many 
practical tips and tricks for 
MSLs. The module on how the 
MSL can add value was very 
inspiring. New ideas came up. 
Thanks.” 

Mylan
Laura Walrave
Medical Science Liaison
Belgium (May 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Share best practices and discuss issues with MSLs from other companies.

•  Discussions will help you formulate the added value and the role of the MSL  
 in your individual situation.

•  Return to the office with handy checklists and decision-support tools  
 (e.g. Confrontation Matrix, Advisory Board Checklist, etc.).

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 14-15 May 2020, London 29-30 September 2020, Brussels 
3-4 December 2020, Zurich

Business Acumen
For Medical Science Liaisons

The Expert
Maaike Addicks

•  The impact of the MSL role on the success of pharmaceutical brands.

•  The concepts and analytical tools used in medical planning to decide on strategies  
 and tactics with the highest impact.

•  KOL engagement: How to identify KOLs, make a solid KOL plan and how to build relationships  
 based on mutual benefits. 

•  How to optimally plan and implement tactics: Advisory Boards, scientific interchange, CME, etc.

•  How to showcase the impact and value of an MSL, using the Medical Plan and the right metrics.

•  How to work cross-functionally with your colleagues in Sales, Marketing, Market Access …

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Prof. John Weinman is a prominent expert in the field of patient  
health behaviours and is Head of Health Psychology (Europe)  
for Atlantis Healthcare, global leaders in patient behaviour  
change & adherence solutions.

Nathan O’Donnell is Director of Client Services at Atlantis Healthcare 
with expertise in designing, developing and implementing global PSPs.

Great frameworks. By looking at what experts 
have already researched and published, 
we could save a lot of money spent on 
unsuccessful PSPs and on market research 
in which we try to understand patients!” 

Amgen
Irena Majcen
Business Analysis and Information  
- Customer Experience
Switzerland (June 2019)

Great course from experts 
in a small group setting  
to enhance learning.  
Very well organised.” 

Roche
Ciara O’Brien
Medical Manager
United Kingdom  
(June 2019)

Great and detailed introduction 
into behavioural science, 
including methodological 
insights which can be applied  
in practice.” 

DSM
Peter Szabolcs
Corporate Science Fellow 
Human Nutrition & Health
Switzerland (June 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will have the unique opportunity to interact face-to-face with Prof. John  
 Weinman, one of the world’s leading experts on improving patient adherence.

•  The programme includes an interactive session during which you can discuss  
 the challenges you are facing in your current patient/caregiver/HCP  
 support solution(s).

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 3 June 2020, London 2 December 2020, Zurich 

Personalising Patient Experiences  
Using Behavioural Science 

The Experts
John Weinman  
& Nathan O’Donnell

•  The drivers of patient health behaviours (e.g. non-adherence to medication).

•  How to identify and interpret specific individual drivers of health behaviours.

•  Actionable steps to design or enhance personalised solutions that address these drivers. 

•  Identify strategic behavioural change opportunities that contribute  
 to commercial brand outcomes and optimise healthcare resource utilisation.

•  How to design and develop personalised interventional content that engages all stakeholders.

•  Understand the application of digital technology for delivering personalised, scalable support experiences.

•  Dos & don’ts for managing regulatory restrictions, effective enrolment and regional implementation.

Learn

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/course/personalising-patient-experiences-using-behavioural-science?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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Questions?

Visit www.celforpharma.com for updates and more course dates.

Launch excellence expert from Trilations, a strategic marketing 
consultancy that has been involved in major drug launches in over 40 
countries and over 15 therapy areas.

Formerly with MSD (Merck & Co), where he led several major brand 
launches, Kurt Arco has 15 years of international launch experience 
within big and small pharma/biotech companies.

•  A comprehensive overview of the launch process: From discovery/development up to maturity.

•  A structured roadmap with detailed steps to plan your full cross-functional launch process.

•  The 4 launch types: Selecting the right launch strategy based on your brand’s profile.

•  The market and customer insights that are crucial for defining the launch strategy and plan.

•  How to use the patient journey and leverage points to define and prioritise customer segments.

•  How to design an omni-channel launch strategy to engage with the right key stakeholders.

•  How to organise internally in order to be optimally prepared for launch.

•  Best practices drawn from real-world examples of successful and failed launches.

Great insights in launch 
excellence! Theory linked  
to operation excellence.”

Bayer
Philippe Weiss 
Marketing Manager  
/ Head of Sales 
Switzerland (December 
2018)

Good presentation and contents 
including many examples. The 
speakers are really experts in 
their field. I also appreciated the 
opportunity to exchange with other 
participants.” 

Pierre Fabre
Janine Ziem
Product Manager
Germany (March 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will be able to put theory into practice during group work  
 on real-world case studies.

•  You will receive handy take-home templates and models.

•  Cross-check your approach and experiences during cross-functional  
 discussions with industry peers.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 18-19 June 2020, Brussels 6-7 October 2020, Zurich
17-18 December 2020, Brussels

Strategy & Planning for Commercial  
Launch Success in Pharma 
A Cross-functional Approach

Learn

A course presented by two highly 
skilled experts with a ton of hands-
on experience. Very much down to 
practice, with a lot of takeaways.” 

Actelion Pharmaceuticals
Andreas Brecht
Senior Medical Science Manager
Switzerland (March 2019)

The Expert
Kurt Arco

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/course/strategy-planning-commercial-launch-success-pharma?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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2020 C.E.L.forpharma Training Calendar
Market Access, Pricing & Health Economics

Medical Affairs

Strategic Pharma Marketing

Business Development & Licensing 

2020 COURSES   MARCH  APRIL  MAY  JUNE  JULY

Principles of Pharma Market Access in Europe      16-17 
Mark Silvey & Nick Proctor     ZURICH 
Value Pricing for Market Access      18-19 
Gary Johnson     ZURICH 
Health Economics for Non-Health-Economists   10-11   3-4 
Lieven Annemans  BRUSSELS   BRUSSELS 
The Health Technology Assessment Course      17 
Lieven Annemans     BRUSSELS 
Fundamentals of RWE for Optimising Market Access   1   
Paul Craddy & Graham Foxon   ZURICH   

Medical Affairs for Modern Pharma    2-3  17-18 
Chris Toller   ZURICH  BRUSSELS 
The Strategic e-Medical Affairs Course   31 1   
Ben Harbour  ZURICH ZURICH   
Business Acumen For Medical Science Liaisons     14-15  
Maaike Addicks    LONDON  
Personalising Patient Experiences Using Behavioural Science      3 
John Weinman & Nathan O’Donnell     LONDON 

Personalising Patient Experiences Using Behavioural Science      3 
John Weinman & Nathan O’Donnell     LONDON 
Strategy & Planning for Commercial Launch Success in Pharma      18-19 
Kurt Arco     BRUSSELS 
Strategic Account Management in Pharma      12-13  
David Wright & Pijush Bose    BRUSSELS  
The Pharma Brand Planning Course      3-4 
Edouard Demeire     BRUSSELS 
The Strategic Digital Pharma Marketing Course   17-18   4-5 
Vladimir Rogiers & Jan Keuppens  BRUSSELS   LONDON 
The Multi-Channel Patient Engagement Course     12-13  
Beverly Smet & Vladimir Rogiers    LONDON  
Late Stage Pharma Lifecycle Management     28-29  
Neal Hansen    LONDON  
The Pharma Forecasting Course   24-25  26-27  
Gary Johnson  ZURICH  LONDON  

The Pharma Forecasting Course   24-25  26-27  
Gary Johnson  ZURICH  LONDON  
The Pharma Business Development Course   26-27   9-10 
Martin Austin  ZURICH   BRUSSELS 
The Pharmaceutical Out-licensing Course     26-27  
David Scott    BRUSSELS  
The Pharma Licensing Negotiation Course     28-29  
Roger Cox    BRUSSELS  
Pharma-Biotech Product & Company Valuation    20   
Patrik Frei   BASEL   
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Questions?

2020 COURSES   AUGUST  SEPTEMBER  OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Principles of Pharma Market Access in Europe     13-14  8-9
Mark Silvey & Nick Proctor    LONDON  BRUSSELS
Value Pricing for Market Access     15-16  10-11
Gary Johnson    LONDON  BRUSSELS
Health Economics for Non-Health-Economists     8-9  10-11
Lieven Annemans    BRUSSELS  BRUSSELS
The Health Technology Assessment Course      18 
Lieven Annemans     BRUSSELS 
Fundamentals of RWE for Optimising Market Access    13  
Paul Craddy & Graham Foxon    BRUSSELS  

Medical Affairs for Modern Pharma     14-15  8-9
Chris Toller    BRUSSELS  LONDON
The Strategic e-Medical Affairs Course     1-2  10-11
Ben Harbour    BRUSSELS  LONDON
Business Acumen For Medical Science Liaisons    29-30   3-4
Maaike Addicks   BRUSSELS   ZURICH
Personalising Patient Experiences Using Behavioural Science       2
John Weinman & Nathan O’Donnell      ZURICH

Personalising Patient Experiences Using Behavioural Science       2
John Weinman & Nathan O’Donnell      ZURICH
Strategy & Planning for Commercial Launch Success in Pharma     6-7  17-18
Kurt Arco    ZURICH  BRUSSELS
Strategic Account Management in Pharma       24-25 
David Wright & Pijush Bose     LONDON 
The Pharma Brand Planning Course      26-27 
Edouard Demeire     LONDON 
The Strategic Digital Pharma Marketing Course     8-9  15-16
Vladimir Rogiers & Jan Keuppens    ZURICH  BRUSSELS
The Multi-Channel Patient Engagement Course      19-20 
Beverly Smet & Vladimir Rogiers     BRUSSELS 
Late Stage Pharma Lifecycle Management      17-18 
Neal Hansen     BRUSSELS 
The Pharma Forecasting Course     1-2  17-18
Gary Johnson    BRUSSELS  LONDON

The Pharma Forecasting Course     1-2  17-18
Gary Johnson    BRUSSELS  LONDON
The Pharma Business Development Course    29-30   15-16
Martin Austin   BRUSSELS   LONDON
The Pharmaceutical Out-licensing Course     15-16  3-4
David Scott    ZURICH  LONDON
The Pharma Licensing Negotiation Course     13-14 30 1
Roger Cox    ZURICH LONDON LONDON
Pharma-Biotech Product & Company Valuation       2
Patrik Frei      LONDON
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David has advised many top pharma companies on Strategic Account 
Management projects, is author of an influential report on pharma 
KAM and has presented/chaired at many international events focused 
on KAM in pharma.

Prior to consultancy, Pijush gained 18+ years of experience in Field 
Force Effectiveness, Strategic Account Management, CRM and 
Business Analytics at Abbott/AbbVie, leading regional and global 
initiatives.

•  The Inside/Out Model: An organisational approach for effective Strategic Account Management.

•  How to engage the organisation to become more strategic account focused.

•  A process that ensures integration of brand and account strategies.

•  CSFs, processes, collaboration models and best practices to connect key functions.

•  Analytical tools for discovering new growth opportunities within strategic accounts.

•  Best practices for determining qualitative and quantitative KPIs.

•  A methodology for change management and sustainability.

Great knowledge and experience of the 
course faculty. Useful activities and 
applicable, pragmatic solutions for a 
very complex topic.”

Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Fabian Kurth
Strategy & Operations  
/ Account Lead Oncology 
Germany (December 2018)

Very practical and useful workshop run 
by professionals with great pharma 
experience.”

AbbVie
Grzegorz Dudzinski
Customer Excellence Manager 
Poland (December 2018)

Inspiring, well-structured, 
pragmatic, high level and 
experienced experts.”

Eisai 
Miguel Lopez
Oncology Business Unit 
Director Spain & Portugal 
Spain (December 2018)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  The workshop format of this course facilitates optimal peer learning.

•  Create your own organisational vision & strategy, based on a best practice template.

•  You will gain practice with proven tools and techniques for developing  
 strategic accounts.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 12-13 May 2020, Brussels 24-25 November 2020, London

Strategic Account Management  
in Pharma 
Driving Excellence in a Multi-functional Organisation

Learn

The Experts
David Wright  
& Pijush Bose
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Visiting Professor at CEDEP (INSEAD) and co-author of  
GOOD PHARMA. How Marketing Creates Value in Pharma 
(Corstjens & Demeire, 2014).

Contributed to the design of Roche’s and Novartis’ brand planning 
processes and runs Roche’s courses for marketing and non-marketing 
audiences worldwide.

Developed business simulations and decision support tools for  
the health care industry and trained tens of thousands of executives 
worldwide on pharma marketing strategy since 1990.

I would highly recommend both  
this course and the marketing for  
non-marketing functions one. Edouard is  
a very enthusiastic speaker and the 
courses gave me very good new learnings 
for practicing in the real world.”

Alexion Pharma Nordics
Jessica Lindberg
Marketing Specialist
Sweden (November 2018)

Very relevant to my current 
responsibilities, and good source for 
implementation towards making a ‘simple’ 
brand plan. I highly valued the interactive 
aspect of the course. Very high-quality 
training course that covers my needs!”

Mundipharma
Liesbet Broodcoorens
Product Manager Primary Care
Belgium (June 2018)

The course gives a very good 
overview of marketing relevant 
topics and tools for the brand 
strategy, branding, positioning 
and implementing of tactics. Mr. 
Demeire is a very good presenter 
and teacher.”

Takeda
Eveline Binder
Senior Customer & Brand 
Manager Oncology
Switzerland (November 2018)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will be equipped with a set of practical tools and checklists  
 for developing and/or improving cross-functional pharma brand plans.

•  You will develop fit-for-purpose planning skills and learn from your peers  
 during group work on the Betaprolol case, developed by Edouard Demeire.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 3-4 June 2020, Brussels 26-27 November 2020, London

The Pharma  
Brand Planning Course 
Designing a Customer-centric and Agile Mix of Tactics, Across Functions

The Expert
Edouard Demeire

• A cross-functional process for planning tactics that will strategically boost the success of your brands.

• Analytical tools to discover key leverage points from patient-centric and stakeholder insights.

• “Where to play?” - What segmentation criteria are useful, and how to prioritise opportunities for your brand.

• “How to win?” - How to develop a brand positioning statement and a value proposition.

• What is a good SWOT and how to correctly extract Critical Success Factors such that a brand’s  
 strategy successfully translates into customer-centric tactics.

• How to design effective, efficient and agile tactics for Red Ocean (highly competitive) markets.

• How to create a Blue Ocean (highly innovative) market environment where competition is irrelevant.

• Best practices drawn from pharma and other industry sectors.

Learn
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Senior Consultants with Across Health, Europe’s leading  
consultancy specialised in eCRM and digital communication  
in life sciences.

Healthcare industry leaders in the multi-channel space  
with specific expertise in patient-centric strategies  
and campaign management.

Worked on many multi-channel projects for leading pharmaceutical 
and medtech companies in CNS, gastroenterology, neurology,  
fertility and oncology.

Highly insightful, interesting & 
relevant content. Two presenters at 
the top of their game, who brought 
real-world examples to strategic 
frameworks. Well done!” 

Biogen
Matthew Nolan
Associate Director of Marketing
Switzerland (March 2019)

Top quality course! Hands-on 
and real! Thank you.” 

Janssen
Kristoffer Miving
Digital Lead, Nordics  
& Baltics
Sweden (June 2019)

Good practical overview of digital! By 
attending, you get the big picture of marketing 
strategy including various channels! Highly 
recommended.” 

Allergan
Adriana Stara
Country Manager
Central Europe & Baltics (June 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will be able to put theory into practice during group work  
 on the Elbonia case, developed by Across Health.

•  Receive Across Health’s training book Delighting Pharma Customers  
 in the Omnichannel Age.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 17-18 March 2020, Brussels
4-5 June 2020, London

8-9 October 2020, Zurich 
15-16 December 2020, Brussels

The Strategic Digital Pharma  
Marketing Course 

The Experts
Jan Keuppens  
& Vladimir Rogiers

•  How to integrate digital into your overall pharma marketing, sales and medical education strategy.

•  A step-wise process to define a multi-channel customer engagement strategy.

•  The 6 multi-channel communication strategies to consider.

•  The possibilities, impact and best practices of each digital communication channel.

•  Know how to select the best-suited digital tactics and how to implement them.

•  Know which KPIs to use to measure the ROI of your digital tactics.

•  How to correctly use key measurement tools, such as the MCQ, the NPS, etc.

•  Learn from real-life examples to avoid pitfalls and gain new ideas.

Learn
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Senior Consultant & Managing Partner with Across Health,  
Europe’s leading consultancy specialised in eCRM and digital 
communication in life sciences.

Healthcare industry leaders in the multi-channel space  
with specific expertise in patient-centric strategy  
and campaign management.

Both Beverly & Vladimir have worked as dedicated  
digital marketing consultants for big players in the healthcare industry 
(e.g. Johnson & Johnson).

I really liked the examples & case studies 
and also all the market insights. Good 
pace, never boring.” 

Medtronic
Virginie Delage
Marketing Manager Heart Failure 
Solutions
Switzerland (March 2019)

This is the right mix between theory & 
examples. It’s an opportunity to network 
and exchange information with peers. 
Both experts were very engaging and 
swift to respond to discussions and 
questions. It’s one of the best organised 
workshops!”

Novo Nordisk
Hana Prusková
Patient Support Project Manager
Switzerland (November 2018)

Great course, a lot of interaction 
and take-aways to implement 
locally. The case studies and the 
different exercises were great 
and educational!” 

Novartis
Moniek Groenen
Product Manager 
Rheumatology
Netherlands (March 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will learn the dos & don’ts and pitfalls of patient activation  
 and support programmes during practical exercises and discussions  
 of real-life examples.

•  Receive Across Health’s training book Delighting Pharma Customers  
 in the Omnichannel Age.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 12-13 May 2020, London 19-20 November 2020, Brussels

The Multi-Channel  
Patient Engagement Course 

The Experts
Vladimir Rogiers  
& Beverly Smet

•  The impact of patients on decisions along their journey and the leverage points for your brand.

•  Models for patient segmentation based on the behaviours of health consumers.

•  How to take advantage of digital channels to activate patients.

•  How to create a Patient Support Programme (PSP) that integrates multiple channels  
 and boosts patient engagement.

•  How to optimise your multi-channel mix based on the impact and reach of the various channels.

•  Setting the right Key Performance Indicators for measuring the impact of PSPs.

•  Critical success factors for building a patient-centric organisation.

Learn
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Dr. Neal Hansen is Europe’s most authoritative expert  
on lifecycle management strategies in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Founder and CEO of Align Strategy, an independent international 
consulting business focused on advising and facilitating superior 
decision making in LCM and brand strategy.

Co-author of Pharmaceutical Lifecycle Management – Making the Most  
of Each and Every Brand (Wiley & Sons, 2012).

I highly valued this course. By 
attending, you get an understanding 
of LCM from a wider perspective, 
examples from real life and  
thought-provoking content.  
Big thanks to Neal!”

GlaxoSmithKline
Gorkem Guner
Life Cycle Management Director 
United Kingdom (November 2018)

The LCM course was an eye-
opener. It really brought to life 
the post LoE tactics and the 
importance we should also give to 
LCM planning as we do towards 
brand planning.” 

Celgene
Vasudha Bajaj
Product Manager
United Kingdom (May 2019)

Thank you for such an 
amazing course. It was really 
useful and full of examples 
and discussions. It helps to 
understand other markets and 
how to use their experience to 
our business.” 

Abbott
Marina Timakova
Pricing Specialist
Russia (May 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  This course format stimulates intense interaction with your peers  
 who deal with mature brands and loss of exclusivity issues. 

•  A unique opportunity to learn face-to-face from and discuss your own case  
 with pharma’s leading LCM expert, which Neal truly is!

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 28-29 May 2020, London 17-18 November 2020, Brussels

Late Stage Pharma  
Lifecycle Management 

The Expert
Neal Hansen

•  What happens to drugs approaching patent expiry, and the options for competing thereafter.

•  Pros & cons of all LCM strategies: Product enhancement, pricing and contracting strategies,  
 authorised and own generic strategies, Rx to OTC switching strategies…  

•  Creative solutions to prolong the competitiveness and profitability of your brands.

•  The right timing and successful planning process for preparing a brand’s loss of exclusivity.

•  The roles of global/regional/local functions in successful LCM.

•  How to prioritise and manage a portfolio of established brands.

•  Lessons from successes and failures from real-world pharma cases.

Learn
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Founder & CEO of Inpharmation, Europe’s most respected  
pharma forecasting & pricing specialist consultancy.

Gary has been involved in pricing and/or forecasting of around  
half of the new molecular entity launches over the past 5 years.

Author of Sales Forecasting for Pharmaceuticals: An Evidence Based 
Approach.

This is a fantastic course which 
helps to open your mind and to avoid 
common biases. I’ll make this course 
mandatory for all of my team.” 

Italfarmaco
Alejandro Alonso Delgado
VP Business Development & Exports
Spain (April 2019)

Inspiring course. You feel ready 
to go home and go over your 
forecast.” 

Roche
Joeri Nieuwinckel
Product Manager
Belgium (June 2019)

Great learning for a 2-day course! Gary 
is a very knowledgeable and pragmatic 
facilitator. I also highly valued the 
practical insights.” 

Ferring
Arnaud Jaccoud
Global Strategic Lead, Business 
Planning and Market Analysis, 
Market Intelligence and Value 
Planning
Switzerland (June 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  You will learn the dos & don’ts during practical exercises and discussions  
 of real-life examples, as well as learn from industry peers that deal  
 with pharma forecasts on a regular basis.

•  Receive an Excel-based forecasting tool which integrates all the techniques  
 taught during the workshop, as well as Gary’s book.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 24-25 March 2020, Zurich
26-27 May 2020, London

1-2 October 2020, Brussels
17-18 December 2020, London

The Pharma  
Forecasting Course 

The Expert
Gary Johnson

•  The 6 proven principles for producing the most accurate forecasts.

•  When and how to use epi-based vs. sales-based forecasts.

•  How to build Market Access correctly into your forecasts.

•  Market share forecasting, including the simple models that provide the best forecasts.

•  Uptake models: Why products are taken up by the market at different speeds and how to model this.

•  Extrapolation techniques: How to project a trend in the most accurate way.

•  The sources of data and the advantages and disadvantages of different source types.

•  How to deal with unique-to-pharma issues like lines of therapy, co-prescription, etc.

Learn
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As a former senior BD executive with Roche and Paul Capital  
Partners, Martin uniquely combines a wealth of BD experience  
with entertainment talent.

Board member of several start-ups and Founder of TransformRx.

Author of Business Development for the Biotechnology  
and Pharmaceutical Industry (Gower, 2008) and Licensing,  
Selling and Finance in the Pharmaceutical and Healthcare  
Industries (Gower, 2012).

Being new to business development, 
this course was highly valuable! I left 
not only with greater knowledge but 
also with a number of pearls I can put 
into practice immediately!”

Otsuka 
Rita Doramajian
Director, Early Assets, BD&L, 
Strategy & Innovation
Canada (December 2018)

Very educated lecturer! A lot of new 
information, clear examples, useful 
advice. Recommended to everyone!”

Marifarm
Ivana Kačarević
Head of Sales and Marketing 
Department
Slovenia (April 2019)

Excellent presentation  
skills, clear & concise,  
very entertaining.”

Nuritas
Chantelle Kiernan  
Director of Lifesciences
Ireland (April 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Capitalise on Martin’s vast real-world BD experience. His course  
 is full of examples, practical insights, tips … and fun!

•  Network and share experiences with peers from both the pharma  
 and biotech side.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 26-27 March 2020, Zurich
9-10 June 2020, Brussels

29-30 September 2020, Brussels
15-16 December 2020, London

The Pharma  
Business Development Course
An Overview Course

The Expert
Martin Austin

•  Comprehensive overview of the business development process in the pharma-biotech world.

•  Analytical toolkit to profile opportunities that will be successful for your company.

•  Sources and search tips for finding suitable candidates.

•  Overview of forecasting and valuation approaches, and typical issues in the process.

•  The pros and cons of different deal structures: JVs, licensing, M&A, etc.

•  Key success factors and tips for writing a good term sheet and leading the negotiations.

•  How to manage the contract phase and to avoid the financial and legal pitfalls that can break a deal.

Learn
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Formerly a pharma BusDev & Licensing executive,  
David has worked as a Senior BD&L Consultant since 1996. 

Concluded numerous inward and outward licensing  
agreements for clients covering small molecules, biologicals  
and delivery technologies.

Author of Scrip’s best-selling report Practical Guide  
to Pharmaceutical Licensing.

I can recommend this course to any 
person from BD and mainly legal and 
clinical & regulatory, involved in BD 
deals execution.” 

Glenmark
Svetlana Bolsheva
BD Director Russia & CIS
Russia (May 2019)

David Scott is a great speaker. He was 
able to convey the basics of the licensing 
process in a very simple, clear, and 
structured manner.” 

Mabylon
Tiziana Sonati
Director of Operations and Portfolio 
Manager
Switzerland (May 2019)

Excellent course! It’s hands-on 
and given by a very experienced 
expert. Highly recommended.” 

DalCor Pharmaceuticals
Bruno Pirovino-Zürcher
Director
Switzerland (May 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  This is a very practical course, with plenty of directly applicable tools  
 and information for your out-licensing activities: Checklists, clear instructions,  
 action plan, a valuation tool, etc.

•  Participants at this course are senior executives, including biotech CEOs  
 planning to initiate out-licensing activities, adding an additional learning dimension.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 26-27 May 2020, Brussels 15-16 October 2020, Zurich
3-4 December 2020, London

The Pharmaceutical  
Out-licensing Course
For R&D-based Products

The Expert
David Scott

•  The critical steps in the licensing process of a pharmaceutical compound in R&D.

•  How to profile your product and prepare information to maximise attractiveness to 3rd parties.

•  Key factors in the valuation of your product and how to set up a spreadsheet to optimise  
 the commercial structure of the deal.

•  How to target potential partners – and the best way to make successful contacts.

•  What to include in term sheets, CDAs and MTAs – The issues to watch out for during negotiations.

•  Understand the due diligence process and what will be expected from you.

•  Expert advice on negotiation strategy and on managing a deal post-signature.

Learn
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Dr. Roger Cox has 30 years of licensing experience encompassing  
both big and small pharma/biotech companies.

Currently Senior Consultant with Plexus Ventures, Roger was formerly 
Executive Director with J&J’s Global Pharma BD Group where  
he negotiated over 50 commercial licence agreements.

This was my second C.E.L.forpharma 
course, after the excellent company 
valuation course. It was quite 
excellent – most informative  
and helpful. I wish I had taken the 
course 5 years ago!”

TΔS
Kieran Clarke 
CEO  
United Kingdom  
(November 2018)

This course is a very efficient one, 
both for experienced Business 
Development professionals and also 
for those who are just starting to 
work in licensing. Real world content, 
great structure and rich expertise of 
the trainer make it a great value.” 

DSM
Araksya Topchyan
Global Marketing Manager Pharma
Switzerland (May 2019)

Relevant content that was directly 
applicable to a business negotiation 
I am currently working on in the “real 
world”. Appreciated the dynamic and 
experienced colleagues and instructor 
and especially the small-class, 
interactive format. Ready for the next 
course!”

Gilead Sciences
Jennifer Watt
Senior Director, Alliance Management
USA (April 2018)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  The role-plays include a variety of negotiation scenarios: Royalty negotiations,  
 term sheet negotiations, etc.

•  To ensure you optimally benefit from the role play sessions with executives  
 from a variety of backgrounds, we purposely limit the audience size to 10 max.

Additional Benefits

Dates & Locations 28-29 May 2020, Brussels 13-14 October 2020, Zurich
30 Nov - 1 Dec 2020, London

The Pharma Licensing  
Negotiation Course 

The Expert
Roger Cox

•  The skill set required to successfully negotiate licence deals in the pharma-biotech world,  
 to persuade and build consensus.

•  What you need to prepare and check before starting a negotiation.

•  The methods for determining value and spreadsheet financial modeling to improve negotiation outcomes.

•  Practise negotiating skills in 4 interactive role plays featuring typical Pharma/Biotech licensing situations.

•  The differences between integrative and distributive negotiation strategies and tools to improve leverage.

•  The various types of licence agreements used in pharma-biotech, and methods to determine  
 royalty rates and value sharing.

Learn
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Excellent course, exceptionally  
clear advice in a complex field.” 

A’n’I Molecular
Hans Hoppe
CEO
United Kingdom (May 2019)

A highly relevant and clearly presented 
program with excellent materials. 
Recommended for all who are starting  
out in biotech deal-making.”

Vicarius Pharma
Francis Marsland
General Counsel and Head of BD
Switzerland (November 2018)

It’s been a very good 
experience. Difficult concepts 
very easily explained. Highly 
recommendable.” 

Bioiberica
Oriol Huguet
Head of Pipeline Development
Spain (May 2019)

What Participants Say About This Course

•  Gain practice in calculating the value of a phase II compound with  
 an Excel-based valuation tool, which you can use when back in the office.

•  The audience of this course is always an interesting mix of executives  
 from pharma, biotech and related (e.g. tech transfer) companies.

Additional Benefits

20 April 2020, Basel 2 December 2020, London

Pharma-Biotech  
Product & Company Valuation
An Introductory Course

•  The main valuation approaches, tools & techniques currently used in the pharma-biotech world. 

•  Methodology for assessing the risk profile of a company prior to considering any deal.

•  How to calculate the value of a biotech company with the Discounted Cash Flow method. 

•  An overview of all valuation methods used for life science products.

•  How to calculate the value of a compound in development, using the most commonly used tool,  
 i.e. the risk-adjusted Net Present Value or expected Net Present Value.

•  How to structure the licensing deal between companies, covering issues such as  
 milestone and royalty payments.

Learn

Dr. Patrik Frei is Founder & CEO of Venture Valuation,  
specialists in independent assessments and valuation of emerging 
high-growth companies in biotechnology and life sciences,  
and owner of Biotechgate, the global business development  
database for the life science industry.

Europe’s top valuation expert of high-growth life science  
companies and author of Assessment and Valuation  
of High Growth Companies.

Patrik and his team carried out valuations  
for the Novartis Venture Fund.

Dates & Locations

The Expert
Patrik Frei

•  The skill set required to successfully negotiate licence deals in the pharma-biotech world,  
 to persuade and build consensus.

•  What you need to prepare and check before starting a negotiation.

•  The methods for determining value and spreadsheet financial modeling to improve negotiation outcomes.

•  Practise negotiating skills in 4 interactive role plays featuring typical Pharma/Biotech licensing situations.

•  The differences between integrative and distributive negotiation strategies and tools to improve leverage.

•  The various types of licence agreements used in pharma-biotech, and methods to determine  
 royalty rates and value sharing.

https://www.celforpharma.com/content/newsletter-signup-form?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/course/pharma-biotech-product-company-valuation-introductory-course?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all


Complement your internal training programme with face-to-face 
learning from acclaimed experts, with cross-functional competency 
development and with learning from industry peers.

2

3

IDENTIFY
COMPETENCY GAPS 

in your market-facing 
team(s)

RETAIN
YOUR TALENT 

because they value  
C.E.L.forpharma’s training  

courses

BOOK
 IN ADVANCE 10-15-20… 

COURSE DAYS
for a pre-determined period

SEND
YOUR TEAM MEMBERS

to the right course  
at the right time

1

Inge Cornelis
+32 2 709 01 43

inge@celforpharma.com 

Contact Us

4

5ACQUIRE
NEW COMPETENCIES 
to think from the market’s  

perspective and act  
cross-functionally

BOOST
YOUR BUSINESS 
PERFORMANCE

6

Subscribe to our NEWSLETTER at www.celforpharma.com to receive tips & insights from our expert faculty.
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I accept that C.E.L.forpharma regularly sends me information by email on topics discussed within their website  
(www.celforpharma.com) and relevant to my function, under the condition that I can unsubscribe at any time.  
I accept that relevant personal details are stored in a database for that purpose, as per C.E.L.forpharma’s  
Privacy Policy (www.celforpharma.com/we-value-your-privacy), of which I accept the terms.

I, the participant(s), have read and accept C.E.L.forpharma’s 
Transfer & Cancellation Policy (www.celforpharma.com/transfer-cancellation-policy)
and Privacy Policy (www.celforpharma.com/we-value-your-privacy)

In order to complete the registration, please tick the following box(es):

Confirm Registration

Company Name  

VAT Number  

Invoicing Address

Street Address  

City/Province  

Postcode  

Country  

Company Details

Title  

First Name  

Last Name  

Job Title  

Email  

Mobile Number  

Country of Work  

Participant Details

1* Course Title  

 Course Date(s)  

2* Course Title  

 Course Date(s)  

Course(s)

Payment Method Bank Transfer  Credit Card (+3%)

PO Number (optional)  

Payment

Registration Form
Complete the below form and email to inge@celforpharma.com  
or fax to +32 2 721 13 82 or go to www.celforpharma.com and 
complete the online registration form.

Inge Cornelis
+32 2 709 01 43

inge@celforpharma.com 

Questions?

https://www.celforpharma.com/?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/we-value-your-privacy?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/transfer-cancellation-policy?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
https://www.celforpharma.com/we-value-your-privacy?utm_source=C.E.L.forpharma&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=all
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COMPETENCIESMarket Access
Regulatory Affairs, Public Affairs, Market Access…

Pricing, Health Economics, Outcomes Research,

where pharma, biotech & medtech executives

C.E.L.forpharma is the only

competencies
for market-facing functions

 international training institution

can LEARN business-critical

Never Stop Learning.
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